Challenge the Text! Asking Critical Questions

Write and respond to your own critical questions while you read. Ground your responses in evidence from the text.

CENTRAL TEXT

My critical question about the text (during reading)

My response to that question (re-reading and after reading)

What makes me say that (evidence from the text)

What my critical question taught me about the text (reflecting after reading)

My critical question about the text (during reading)

My response to that question (re-reading and after reading)

What makes me say that (evidence from the text)

What my critical question taught me about the text (reflecting after reading)
My critical question about the text (during reading)

My response to that question (re-reading and after reading)

What makes me say that (evidence from the text)

What my critical question taught me about the text (reflecting after reading)

My critical question about the text (during reading)

My response to that question (re-reading and after reading)

What makes me say that (evidence from the text)

What my critical question taught me about the text (reflecting after reading)